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PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 16 1965.

VOL 221'NO. 114

LIVELY BusiNEse iganudiltygo

DEMOCRATS LAST NIGHT
"PLAYED SAM bald."

tion was that of wharfmaster. The
atnodjahiils
. cH
ase
e cwlaairsetnofttoti
or t:
incumbent, Captain Frank Brown,
was nominated and elected unaniMI morning.
mously.
Herman Clements, colored, was inThe license inspectors office was
'cted
on the c-harge of obtaining
then taken up, and George Leahard.
money by false pretenses. He said
Republican, was nominated by the
'
was guilty and will be sentenced
NEW COUNCILMAN CALLED FROM HIS SEAT IN THE JOINT Republican side, while the incinnhent,
this morning. He lived beside Mary
Edwin Rivers, was put up by the
MEETING OF THE COUNCIL AND ALDERMEN THROUGH Apernocrats.
Mason, colored, and stole the latter's
ballot
On the first
clock, which he then took to S. S.
A CLEAR CUT "CON GAME," AND DURING HIS ABSENCE 71-ehnhard was elected by a a vote of
1‘ I
Meadows, the second-hand dealer of
ticeARD TRANSACT3 111.1=S FOR WHICH IT HAN, tO to ei. Councilman Taylor, DemoTHREE ACCUSED
So•oh Shele rd rr o far
Lchnhard
rat,
and
going
over
to
ASSEMBLED — DEMOCRATS THUS GET FOUR OF Tipt OFRYAN C''
DE'RVIRS WERE TRIED. cents by claiming eue ticker bsa,,,
voting for hires.
FICES FILLED, LOSING THE OTHER TWO BY A DEMOPROM THE IMIOULDER.
Louis
Smithers,
colored, was' indict,
As the ballotting proceeded, the
e
CRAT VOTING WITH THE REPUBLICANS.
ed on she ackusation of detaining
Republicans kept wiggling in their
ats, and gianced furtively and Anson the rtidlettrnents Returned by against ter wi'df Estella Heultort, an
to-year-old colored girl who lives While Odell Was Pit in time Light
heepishly at the balance of their
Grund Jury Was New One
with her mother on North Sixth
Along with Higgins, Nixon,
kiui)er$. They did not known what
Against J. t. English.
strett. The child claims that Smithhad become of Hill.
and Others.
era detained her one night during the
The city weighers election wee then
carnival several months ago while
entered into, and Alderman Durrett,
ber mother was at the carnival. The RYAN'S STOCK BUYING
Democrat, nominated the incumbent, fIcklai CIVIL BUSINEiSS
(Dr. W. J. Bass, Democrat, city nominated Jiatives Walker,
,
ALSO DISPOSED OF. girl and Smithers
Democrat: Mlendoi Johnson, Democrat, while
werei alone at the
physician,
MOTIVES QUESTIONED.
Councilman
Rehkopf,
Democrat. Councilman Barnett, the spokesman
home.
Funk Snitcltey, Democrat, city nominated Franla Smedley, the
In- for the Republicans, nominated R. IL
Another indictment in place of the
marlastrnat ter.
cumbent, who is a Democrat; CounJudge Reed surely eclipsed all old one, was brought in against
McGuire, Republican. On the firet
lifielidol Johnson, Democrat, city cilmen
Oehlschlaeger, Republican,
New York, Dec. 15.- E. H. Ratballot Johnson was re-elected, he get- ifievOns records yesterday in the James E. English, wherein he is
weigher.
noantinated John Clark,
iiman
was called to the stand when
ublican.
ting ten Democrats, while McGuire circl
Frank
Brown, Democrat, city
coutt \Ovent hie tried three charged with converting to his own the insurance investigation commitijaist as these nosni
ons 'were got only the nine Republicans..
use
$1,432.50 that William Nufsena
wIarfmaster.
-made there could be he
coming up
The question of electing a meat murdnrers in one single d,ay. This collected for them but did not pay tee opened its session 'today.
George Gardner, Republican, city South Fourth street t .fire
Mr. Harriman said he learned of
depart- and milk inspector was then passed, is
ing never before done in over.
sewerage inspector.
ment from Central stat
house, an- because that office is to be abolished.
the sale of the Hyde stock on the
this
rcuit or probably any other
George Lenliard, Republican, li- sacring an alarm turne
Come Up Today.
from box
day that Mr. Ryan bought it. He
By this time the 'Republicans were judicial district of this section.
cense inspector.
The
court
33. The gongs c)f
has the following imdic lelephoned to Mr. Ryan and asked
Wood's boiling over, but could not leave the
The &bee, compose the officials buggy and the bells on Ole apparatus
Tip cases are those against Mark ments to come up before him today him if he had bought' it.
for trial:
elected for the next year last night clanged loudly as they ilto rang on hall, as when once answering roll call Ken t, Ed Warren
"Ryan- said the purcllz<c was conand Frank Ken
excused,
remain
unless
they
had
to
at the joint meeting of the council passing the City Hall,
That accusing Will Flint, the can: ditional," said Mr. Harriman,
the inno- like ililYwas. Thoseof that political
"and
Kennett
colored.'
asked
for
and aldermen at the general assenv- cent Republicans sittilLbi
dymaker,
with knocking another that .fie wanted to see me and talk
;
b
their stripe were just about to blow up
a
seentrate
given
and
that
hear
a
was
bly chamber in the City Hall. This chairs in the general as
maker of candy, Ed Evans, in the with me sad that he wanted my
chamhelp.
was the result, despite the fact that leer did not know the gongs were when suddenly the swinging doors ing by the jury, while the twee other head with an naafi rod one night I criticised
his plan and wanted to
swung
back
hall
beading
the
in
from
The Afternoon Sun. several days ago, sounding their death knell, as regards
darkies west. tried -together on the three weeks ago at the Stutz candy know what. he meant by it
peblishea the list of Republicani who their candidates for officta' but never- with a bang and in walked the lost
factory on Second and Jefferson
councilman, one Sans MIL
charge
of bcieg an aczc.,:sary to the
were to be elected, and this included theless it is e fact. Just as City
streets, at which place both were em
die wits white as a sheet one sec- kiln". The evidence in both cases
Goes to. See Hen.
one for every office.
Clerk Bailey started to call the rolls
ployed. They got into a quarrel
ond, red in the face the "next. and
"Ten
htte'e1
.or
minutes later I
Although the Diensocrats deny all re- so the members could vote, Constable
mantels
and
finished
given,
to
was
over a piece of candy they. were rnak
went to Mr. Ryan's Office. He told
garding the slick piece of political Bert Jones stuck his head in the door with one leap rushedo his seat and the 'juries which now have them. ing.
work performed, still many of the leading out into hAI, and loudly and popped himself down. He got back ntsdty Sheriff Will Lydon was iu
The two indictments charging Hew me be hao decided .to by the stock
•
Republicans on leaving tte hall after excitedly asked if there was a man just in time to vote in the city physi- cheer of one Jury at the Palmer for lett Jones wilb obtaining money in and said it was time for him .k• make
Making
a name for hinl.self. He *aid he had
estarything was over with remarked, present earned Councilman Samuel I cian's race, but despite thi;
Republicans, a Democrt was last •'night. wink Deputy Sheriff each instance by false pretenses.
decided to buy Hyde's sleek provid"Xnother trick of Yeiser's"
Hill of the Fifth Ward, who is a Re- ten
consideris
that
jury
That
the
has
charging
Lyle
Adeline
Morton,
col
It was really amusing toenatice the publican and manager of the circula- e:ected, it teeing De.. W. J. Bass, the 'ng the other case..
ored, with robbing John Rudolph, ed he could -get his porninee elected
non-plussed look upon the faces of tion department for
that
party's
Seeeral week", ago Harvey John- white, of $2s out about Ninth and chairman of the board.
(Continued on Page Four.)
"fie said he had made a good deal
the Republicans as the Democrats mouthpiece, The Afternoon
Sun.
son,3..olored. met Mark Kennett, colof money and never had done anycontinued electing whoever
they Sammie has been in the board only
oredinear Second and Court streets,
(Continued on Page Five)
wanted to, with final culmination that since the last November election, and
thing to make a name- for himself.
and asked bins for a drink of whisky
the Democrats captured four offices being new and never befonetin public
I question-id his motive. He had told
Kempen remarked that Jennison aland let the other side get only two, life, naturally feels prone
me he wanted my help, that I was
his posicaked for a drink of liquor
these by a Democrat voting with the tion, and likes to have 'his v narne
the one mars in New York whose
met, and that he was tired
they
alien
Republicans and this pot withstand- catied out in public.. No sooner had
help be desired.
of it. A quarrel arose and it is said
ing that the Republicans have as Jones yelled out "Hill" than little
"What kind of help?" asked Mr.
grabbed
Kennon
that
and
Warren
DRAWLAWYERS
NOW
many nsembera in The joint board as bald heeded Sanwnie jumped up glee- THE
Hughes,
counsel for the investigatJohnson while Kennett stabbed him
ING UP PAPERS FOR A
the Democrats, and could
have ful'y and said, "Yes, that's me." Coning committee.
barlong
a
blade
of
the
with
twice
NEGRO
TRIAL
NEW
CUT THRICE BY FRED
caused a "deadlock" had one of their stable Jones knew who be was, but
"To help him get his nominee
low nife. One thrust laid open the
COOPER. COLORED, DURnew members not been so susceptible inunocently remarked, "Well, they
elected chairman, of the board," rejabbed
other
was
ahe
thr.
whihr
,
DIG FIGHT.
to a little trick put up by somebody. want yon at the telephone". This
plied Mr. Hogan:nen.
dheeavity of the ba4 sigh4
The trick consisted of calling Coun- was a marked compliment, to be Congressman 011ie James Yesterda
JP-'•• 4,0
..f-"••••A
rsepa
at
men
The.
cilman Samuel Hill to his boom by called out of a big pubic body to
Returned From Mariem, Ky.,
Staggering
ated at once ble
sai
lgtlohnson walked Cooper Is at Large. While
a
Where He Went Thursday.
of fire.
the 'phone ti transact important busiLarch
Asked cat what troupe' he had critground
half
the
a
block
and
So
fell
nets, so Sammie proudly walked out
May Di. at His Horne at
icised Mr: *oafs
Mr. Harriand a• taken to the city hail and
with and Burnett
When 7:30 n
k arrived last the door into the ha ki to the 'phone
nian replied: •:
there
.
fend
to
twsspital,
the
city
whera
The lawyers for H hi. Loving he died that night of his woundine
night all twenty members were in and asked, "Well what it is?" "My
"Well, it non. natiot staggering to
man,
go
home
right have not yet finished getting up their
their seat., this -,including Council- God,
anybody thal Ryan wanted to conKeenett
was
alleged
OW
indicted
for
men Taylor, Rehleolpf. Gilson, Gell- away, your house is afire and your papers that they will fil9 , before deli and the two others with *dog
allee9oon about 5 o'clock trol the Equitable or • thould have
Ftweft CON& and James Leech, ail- control of a."
man, Riglesberger and Ingram Demo- little child is bury burva".. yelled Judge Reed in She circuit court ask- acdissories to the bring.
. ored, got-hdo a fight down about _Mr. Harrimai\ said/hi/at he was
crats, Counciknen Hill, Eatterjohn, an excited voice from tIk other end ing for a new nil: for the *cased,
inAccused Men Dismissed.
Kolb, Mk Broom, Oeltschhieger and of the line. Like shot oat of a con- who was given a five years' sentence
Eleventh and Burnett streets, tbei strtimental in preventivgr bills front
Cochran, colored, was kr- having fallen
Barnett, Republicans, Aldermen Da- non Hilt dashed down the steps ofilin the penitentiary for killing Her out over some trivial being introduced in the legislature to
raigned and the jury foundiehri "not matter.
vis, Krause, Grief and Durrett, Demo- the public building, out on South tort A. Rosa last August.
As a result Leech is Italw, aid one faction in the Equitable to
Fourth, and then up towards hid
crats,
Hon. /Hal Corbett, the chief cretin- guilty" of stealing $3r1frogn Wm. (tying at the point of death at .his get control of the society.
Aldermen
and
Farley. place
Illacknalte home
on Norton as fast as his little set for 4he accused,
Starks,
Bell
and
near Dumain'T saloon and groMiller
stated yesterday Finch, in a room aboveRe"It has been openly charged," said
publicans. This made a total of ten ,legs would carry him, the rapid and that they have a number of reasons sal.on out about Niirne and Court cery on that corner.
Mr.
Hagbes, "that you get your poDemocrats and ten Republicans—a loud passage of the fire department and much new evidence on which streets. It was amusing to witch
Cooplit stabbed the other three litical influence through your relabeing
fresh
in
his mind, as was also they will base
to7'd him he times, once
full board,
between the seventh and tions with Mr. Odell "
their request for the Cochran wheg the court
President Davis, of the aldermanic a vision of horror up about his house. second hearing, and that they are could to, and with one jump he eighth rib ort the left side, once on
,
W
hile
dashing
Hill
was
court
lcaped foe the
for -home now drawing up their papers
house door. the left temple and
body, took his seat at 7:313 o'clock
just as
once on the arm.
Ilse Boss' Sciw.
and called the body together, lint Clerk Bailey was calling the roll in- quickly as positb‘e.,tio lodge with Yelled happily. and dashing out of
The wound between the ribs is
"I Should say that Mr. Odell gets
the
side
general
assembly
&amber
the
the Seventh street entrance to
they waited a moment or two for
the judge.
consideeed the most dnngerous. as it his pihtincal influence through his rebuilding sailed to the street and out went to the
City Clerk Bailey, who was late. on the marketmaster's election„ the
Yesterday
Congressma
n
hollow right under the latiot with me," -responded Me. Har
011ie
When he arrived the roll call was first ballot of which resulted in Nunn James returned from his home in around _into Washington towards 'heart and may prove fatal.
rimers.
had and all twenty responded to their getting the following votes; Bell, Marion, Ky., where he went the day Ninth street. He visa joyfully wavImmediately after the cutting City
Mr. ,Harterrian said that when a
Farley,
Miller,
Starks,
Barnett,
Kolb,
ing
his
arms and hat and yelling at Physician Bass
names. There was a crowd of about
ore and is now with Mr. Corbett
move
watt on foot to give the control
went
to
the
home
of
Katterjohn.
and IficBrootn. Clarkgi
too spectators du hand, but they did
paring for the new hearing. They every jump, he was in 'web high the woutAckd man and dressec.l his in- of the equitable to Jas. /W. Alexanottliy
one
vote,
Oeltlechlasag
er;
Eat
glee.
not expect an election, as the- Repubjuries.
ubt not but what thek reasons
der and leis friends by means of leglicans had announced they had as gdt the votes of Ingram,(if, and will be sufficient for the new hearing, There weir dismissed for failure of
The
islative
negroee
action at Albany he wired
weee
both
employed
ninny men in the board with a full Gilson. Walker got no vctm While
t if the court overrule, the me- proof the indictment charging Will as carriers of ties by the Ayer-Lord certain persons at Albany to keep
Smedley
got
Davis,
Durrett,
Kraua,. t
attendance as the Democrats 'and
n an appeal will be taken to the Stall, colored, with stealing two cows Tic company's local office, and after bins enformtd --as to the progress
from Bad Elrod, itiho has the darkey the fight Cooper
would present a solid front for each Gellman, Rehkopf, Rigleaberger a
Ilate come.
shipped out and has stick proceedings might make.
employed. Elrod clairnad he brought not yet been
man for every office, and thereby Taylor. This made 8 forihnunn. 7
Asked who these persons at Alcaptured
by the police,
two cows here in toeing and started who have
cause • a deadllek as with everybody Smedley, 3 for Estes, one for Cla
Wined that end of the bany were. Mr. Herrin-len ihqueeted
and
none
for
Walker.
not
did
them towards his hoirre in the coun- city for
there it takes eleven o elect, while
MARRIED HERE.
that he be excused from answering.
him.
answer to his name whe4 called.
i
try in charge of Stilt, who did not
each side had but ten.
Another
-ballot was thigh taken, and
'After calling the body to oriler
dp for several days, and then
Crease Sensation
METHODIST COLEGE
Smedley, Couple Stopped Over Here From wilhout the animal!. Stall claimed
Mayor Yeiser read his eall and stated the ten Democrats voted
He said he did not want to answer
and
Nunn.
nine
Republicans
For
to have let them get away from him Committee
the purpose of the gathering was to
Kevil and Got Married
Will Not Hold Medias because lie did not want to give ocreached
elect city weigheremeritermaster's li- When HON name w
and they became keit hi the woods.
canon for sensationcil newspaper
Until This Afternoon.
President
Clerk
Davis
instru
ed
cense inspector, city physician, sewSouse Indictments.
headlines. The counsel, Mr. Hughes,
La.1
evening
at
8
o'clock.
at
the
Bailey to call it three ti
and the
erage inspetiaasiagaLlabarfamastel.
rhe grand jury brought in a batch
The committer,'
retired for consultation. Mr. Haeri
of
citizen*
grocery
of
having
Mir.
Renfro,
Third
and
of
latter
did
,
Hill
to.
not
I'iuing,
a
and
The ilecdfinit aVeile' tilt* entered
f...fve indictments.
in charge the *stain of locating the man said he would like to consult
into. the senspyiporbaing taken this evidencing his abse , the preei- Jefferson streeta,r there was united in
ne acCtleseld Queerrie Ray, colored, Methodist colleiat in
this city, intend- counsel before replying.
- 1. . up first. Alittil erifif 4 houtietated dent announced that S dbey was marriage Mfistr Nellie Mae Lyon and J. housebreaking
and she was ed holding a meeting
The cOnrnittee decided. however.
Mr.
yesterday after
Rite
Shrewsbety,
of
Keiril,
elected,
Ky.
he getting ten liOtus., while
for that place A. Franke.:-the inCU.V1beteught aver ftom jail and confessed noon and winding
up a number of *hat he 'should answer and he did so,
bent, Councilman elilartaitt mint-heated Nunn got only nine. It inflok only The ceremony was performed by teethe court to the charge. Her case
different, features ctrrnsected with the saying that the persons from whom
Councllif
werage 'con- ten to elect how, inaernilich as Hill Rev. Eabman, of the Cumberland was then set awrin for this morning
'George Gardner,
the'.
:
4t*
ik
matter, but otr account of several tie- he had requested the information
.
Presbyterian church.
tractor and formeii
ge Inspec- had left "without perini4aion."
When she will -plead guilty and be ing unable to attend,
the gathering wereGov Higgins and the late
The
bride
formerly
was
ofF,lita; sitwtenced, She is the negro wernen
dllalloy .-ncrmitor, while
ate Republicans then oommencen
was
•erratraese am in 'tioxim uoseads
stated Frank Dunn.- The halkx,shows smelling a mouse. They thondt Hill be-tht n, Ky., but moved to Key?' cottork in the-item ..of Liveryman noon,postponed over until this afterwhen the committeemen gather
some
months
since.
The
groom
is Jahn B. Terrelltat the latter's home,
that all ten Republican
voted for" was still out in the hall taatint over
at the Fraternity building for that
FEDERAL TRIBUNALS,
Gardner on the first vote, Alderman the telephone, like Bert Innen - an- forman of the Graham tobaceo stem- on Washington between Eig'hth and
purpose.
Kevil,
and
a
merY
at
young
loan
Durrett and Councilman Taylor voted trounced
well *filth streets. She had broken in Our
eaneelindy
waited' him.
Moses Schwab Case Not Finished by
for Dunn, and the other -eight Demo- couriers were rushed. out in the hall kaown in this city -to a hieset of
the night and while movhig
Congressman Stanley, of Kentucky.
Referee—Another Petition
crats for Franke. On the next ballot to get Hit,. but Sammie could not friends.
lima woke the sleepinu inintstet, has a bill before the house
which is
The pair had started to Metropolis who
Dunn got Mee vote Durrett, while he found. Republicans rushed down
captured her. She claimed to somewhat similiar to the bill introYesterday Referee Baghy, of the
Franke got the nine' Democrats seed stair:. and looked around- everywhere to marry, but reaching here yeeter- them tharithe Terrell cook was tick duced
by Congressman Jaines, of this bankruptcy court took up the quesday
concluded to be united in this and had sent
Gardner the ten Repuhlkans. The for the little fellow, but still no
her to tell Mr. Terrell district. The Stanley bill aims to re- tion regarding Moses
Schwab's case.
next ballot all ten Republicans and Samuel. They came back and ex- city.
dist she cnuld, not tome to work. move the revenue tax from
tan- wherein Trustee Boyd, of the estate, •
They
came here in a buggy and Queenie is a big,
Councilman 'Theriot., democrat, votrl citedly announced to the members in
2so pounder, who stemmed leaf so long as it remains filed a petition before
the referee
for Gardner, While the aline Dento- their seats that the fresh councilman 'left for home last night in the same kit a long police
recOrd as a bad in its original' condition. The bill has claiming Schwab had not properly '
vehick.
eleven
could not be found anywhere. The
trats voted for Franke. The
•
character. .
•
many supporters.
accounted
for $to.000.
Reptiblicani were then confident that
TA` : hatites for Gardner-eietwed him.
Schwab:
Sam Grouch, colored, was indicted
showed where much of the money
Where the Trick Was Done.
they haa gone up against a "brace
William J. Smith, for twelve yearq or the charge of breaking into the
J. D. Corey, uncle of William Ells had gone. while the
hearing will fee
took
tip
then
The board
the game" and craned their neck towards a confidential bookkeeper at Chicago, coal yard of E. W. Pratt, the coal Corey, president of the United
Stafes meonned today before the referee.
gueition oi electing.. marketmaster. the done,cvety minute ha - see if Hill was arrested, charged with foot
dealer of Ninth and Harrison streets, Steel corporation, says that for Sion,Charlet J. Atwood, of Little CyBarnett,
Councilman
Republican.
lie /Is saidi Itt hard saline $
000, to be devoted to the Riosian press, Marshall
and filing his bag with fuel
This
come
had
..
hack.
county. yesterday
nominated lienrY . T7unn,.Repttblkan;
Wns last week and before he could Jews, tie will giv to the public im- filed before
Which. be OnlYs, -went to Man a
Clerk John R. Pnryear,
Councilman 'Gilisotte. Detgoftat,.tlidlniti The ,Democrate ::te.ade ,linv while to satisfy a note for $350 given three Vet away was detected by C.
W. portant cortespobdience be has had of the federal cotirt, a petition
in
mated former poerrien Wall Itst, ,, t sun. shrine" thdeigh, metFtesideet year, alp for the purpoet of aiding Meacham, an attache of the cna'. with Andre* Carnegie and other
steel,nankruptcy irivirtg fit,t34 72 liabilitiet
Democrat; Alderrn Grief, Dini%L
.., A4nivirwAmtwiipioto„ a friend.
,
magnates,
Made
'him
drop
the
coal
Ord, who
and $600 welts.

le

HARRIMAN'S SAY
•I...m•I•ri .1•11! mr.

Marked Yesterday s Ses- he
sion of Circuit Court

It Was Starriiirg Because of
His Statements

•

ON.

RARE INCIDENT IN LOCAL POLITICS WHICH
REPUBLICANS SWEAR TO BLOCK! CAN THEY?

•

LOVING CASE

'M'T
L. BUT

PRICES,

ICH AS
BOOKS

.ITARY

Att.

STABBED LEECH

l:1

C ASES'.
4TER
WHO
LEASE

er.
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MISS STONE DIES. WORK STARTED

filattNESS

telifY04

pelf= °facial Has Itobas It Stalay
Pour &words and Holds*any
Miriatign.

The attitude of the average New YorkWILL BE BURIED TODAY AT CHARITY CLUB HAS $100 TO
toward the mayor of his city coner
ITS
CREDIT FROM
BETHF.L CHURCH IN
curiously with that of the average
trasts
esae
CITY.
COUNTY.
Londoner toward the lord Mayor.
The °Moe of the lord mayor of London is hedged...al:id= with the most
More Copies of By-Laws Received elaborate formallUes. He has gowns of
Miss Geona Sims Expired at Hardin,
From
Outside Towns By
scarlet, violet and black for various ocCalloway County, After Illness
Society.
Humane
casions and a train bearer. The lady
With Consumption.
mayoress is attended by maids of
honor; her train is borne by pages in
The Charity club has started. its Williams. In the city his lordship takes
This morning at to o'clock there winter work of looking after the poor precedence iminediataly after the sovwill be buried at the Bethel church people of the town, and as Judge ereign.
cemetery the remains of Miss Rosa Lightfoot's business will not permit
When The king visits the city the lord
224 Broadway, Paducah,
Stone, who died Thursday night after of the use of his office this winter, mayor meets him at Temple Bar and
a lingering iliness with complication like last, the ladies are looking hands him the sword of state, which he
of diseases.
around for other quarters to main- returns to him. This qua1st feudal cere
The deceased was a most estimable tain 'headquarters in. For the time mony was strictly observed at the jut)
and lovable young Jacky of that vicin- being Miss Cornie Grundy, the invesi- flee of 189/.
His lordship has the choice of four
ity, being twenty years of age and the gating secretary, is .keeping her office
daughter of M. and Mrs. Eli Stonst, at her residence on North Seventh swords—the sword of state,for eupreme SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
occasions; the pearl .word, for cereof theWoodville neighborhood. Be- near Jefferson street.
— PADUCAH.
monial functions, and the tlack sword, We offer special values in
sides her patents she left four sisters
The club has been aliewed its Slot) borne on the death of a member of the
and two brothers.
Solid Gold Watches.
per month by the city legislative
The deceased was a cousin of M. authorities to help along the work, royal family or when attending funeral
Solid Gold Chains.
James Lane, the well known clothier but the secretary has never called for services. The fourth sword Is hung
Solid Gold Rings.
who resides on South Tenth street. the check that is awaiting her at the above the lord mayor's chair at the ceuSolid Gold link Cuff Button..
If the weather permits Mr. Lane will loffice of Auditor Kirkland. The al- trill criminal court.
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
There are other emblems of office—
go down to attend the ceremonies for lowance is made from the first of last
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY
set
AT OUR
the diamond scepter, the seal, the puree
SHOW
burial
ROOMS.
Solid
Gold
Lockets.
claimantcy
subject
and
to
is
month
and the mace. They play an important
PORCELA,
Solid
ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER
Gold Crosses and Neck
by the club members.
part at the swearing In of the lord
Dies At Hardin.
Chains.
mayor-eleot.
morning
yesterday
Information
Sterling Silver Spoon',
Humane Society By-Laws.
The city chamberlain, with three
frpirs,Hardin, Calloway county, was
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
The committee from the Humane obeisances, presents the scepter to the
Sims
that the day before Miss Genoa
Sterling Silver Novelties.
society has received more copies of retiring lord mayor. He in turn dedied at that city after a lingering ill- by-laws and regulations that govern livers it to his successor, who lays it on
Finest line cif Cut Glass.
consumption_
ness with
organization* of this character in the table In front of him. The chamberSterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes.
The deceased was 21 year% of age other'cities. They have gone over lain retires with three more reverences, , Solis) Gold
Spectacles and Eye
STEAM FITTING.
and a nvember of a well known fam- them and. expect to have a meeting to return with the seal—and three rever- Glass*
PLUMBING.
properly
fitted. .
Both Phones sot. 131 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky
ily of that place. She was exceed- amongst themselves sometime next ewes more. The curse 11 similarly preAvenue.
J.
A.
KONETZKA, Optician.
ingly popular and hack many friends week so as to frame up the regula- sented.
al
years'
experience.
It
B'way.
•
in Paducah who will regret to learn tions for the local organization, and
Further gennflexitIns follow from the
Paducah, KY
of her loss.
swordbearer,
up
renders
the
who
call
the
to
Yeiser
Mayor
have
then
A large line of Eagle emblems in
general meeting in order all the so- sword; the macebearer also resigns the stock.
Death Near Mayfield.
names. The former lord mayor then surciety members can adopt them.
Mrs. M2ry Chunn, wife of Mr.
renders his key to the coffer in w high the OLIVER,
OLIVER
GREGOR
John Chunn, died at her home in
egad Is ,kept.
Have you thought how nice a
ThursW-Ginnistown near Mayfield
There
keys.
other
are
Of
three
the
Fur would be for Xmas? Let us
day morning, of consumption. She
two one is held by the chamberlain, the ,
just show you what a beauty
She
weeks.
several
had been sick for
second by the chairman of the lands / OFFICES: Beaten. Ky., rear bank
you can buy for the money.
committee. 'To unlock the coffer all
was about 40 years old, and was 'a
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
RUDY,
PHILLIPS
&
CO
throe mast be produced.
member of the Christian church, and
ROOM
14 Fraternity Building.
Though this complex ceremonial may,
leaves a husband and two boys to
New Phone
FIRE AT HARDIN.
Old Phone yo3.
children
no
had
She
belated,
seem
loss.
great
sadly
It
hishas
I
Its
mourn her
torte interest. It implies the sovereign s.
by her last husband, but two sons, Blaze Destroyed
House Occupied By power and authority in ancient Umes of
John and Newton Holmes by her
Jack Haynes at Hardin.
the chief magistrate of the city. The
former husband.
scepter, sword and MOS are emblems
Word from
Hardin, Calloway of royalty.
THE WOUND FATAL.
county, yesterday morning, was that
The lord mayor was a merchant ,
Mayfield, Dec. i4—The wife of the place was visited with a fire the prince in fact as well as by name. He is
4444-4.+044-44444•44.4.4.4.44-•
Boone Dunbar, colored, who was ac- day before and it came near being still, by virtue of his °See, admiral of
cidently shot by Mintier a few days serious, on account of being located
the Port of London, gauger of wine andi U yogi want
ago, died Wednesday from the effects in the center of the 'business section oil and other'Namibia articles, meter of
y-,ur clothes doused.
of the bullet wooed. Dunbar was of the city, but by hard work of the coals, grain,salt and fruit, and inspector I arid Cr "Paired, take thaw "0 Xhandling the weapon when it ac- bucket brigade abutting buildings of butter, hops, soap, cheese and other Rase 319 110111
,... 0 Third Serge I have
cidently went off, the bullet strik- were saved. The flame broke out in articles coming Into the port of Laudon. doe 01000t 1100 cl samples ir date
ing his wife's side, and ranging down- a small three room residence at the Needless to say, these duties are per- in the chi. Spits made to order.
Of Paduosth, Kentuckfra
ward, which caused her death. It back of the bacnk building, occupied formed by deputy.
Capital extd Surplus $1845,00co
was thought at first that she would by Jack Hynes, a railroad laborer.
He is. to mention but one or two
recover, but she grew worse and Mlost all of the household goods were more of his dignities, a Iteveruor
nothing could save her. The shoot- destroyed. The building was owned four hospitals, a trustee' of St. Paul's
•
9
0 D0
ing was wholly accidental, and he is by the Hardin Bank, but was not cathedral and a magistrate "In seeeral
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
acOFFICE tee NORTH FIFTY.
insured. The loss will be about places." Perhaps his most curious ofnot held responsible' for the
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
$3so Three otherargsidences and the fice, next to that of admiral of th• pert.
cident.
TELEPHONE,
Transacts all regale; banking business- Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
If D. Rutter cietik stare caught fire Is that of coroner. Here again the funcduring the time and it took hard tion is only nominally his.
A new line of fancy handle
co* -, iss per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety bOteu
No troops may pass through the esity liemidese• agli
work to save these places.
Silk Undireilas just in for Xmas
proof vault ice rent at $3 to $to per year as to Asa. You carry your owls
without the lord mayor's eonpent. The
trade--$1 oo to Szo.00
password of the tower is sent to him
We show the largest line of
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
key and no one but yourself has access.
He is entitled to enter at any hour, day
Fancy Silks in the city and a
or night.
nice Silk Waist or Dress would
NO REDRESS FOR RETAILER
surely be appreciated by mother.
—DENTIST—
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
TOO WIDE-AWAKE FOR BOTH
Wholesale House May Refuse to
Truehart lituikTtng
Sell Goods to Him.
TRACE SWEDE KING IN IOWA. Light-Fingered Artist Does a Neat
ANS
Piece of Work and Aids
' New York, Dec. 15.—The right of
Minister
Who
DR.
Died
Recently
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET fog Monumental and
Thought
ROBT. J. RIVERS
a Lessoia.
the American Tobacco company to
to
Be
Son
,of
C.arl
XV.
tao
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSNORTH FIFTH STREET
refuse to sell to small retailers was
A careless young fellow was often
sustained by a decision given lately
URE AND THEN RETAINS 11S WHITENESS; does not beBoth Phoaes 335
Des Mines, Iowa, Dec. Ia.-Wolf- warned by his careful father of the many
by hastice Marean in the supreme
come dark and discolored.
-Office hours S to to a, in,, I to 3
gang Lund and Ludwig Anderson, needless risks be ran of falling a victim
court in Brooklyn. E. Locker &
of
to
pickpocket',
the
wiles
and
was
asp,
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
and 7 to 9 1).
retailers, hadi brought a suit against representatives of the Swedish crown sured that if he continued to
display his
the company demanding $too,000 for secretarial department have just con- watch and chain so negligently they
•
damages which they alleged had re- cluded an investigation here of the would inevitably be taken away.
history
of
Rev.
C.
0.
Carlson,'s
antetuked from the American Tobacco
"No fear," was the confident assertion
emnpany's refusal to do business with cedents. The minister died four of the son; "I'm much too wide-afake
SOLE AGENT, zeog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
weeks
ago
and
now
it
is
believed
he
them.
happen."
that
to
for
was
the
son
of
Carl
XV.,
who should
Ex-Judge Cohen of counsel for the
One evening the father offered to take
defense asserted the right of the have occupied the throne in place of his son to a theater, sad
the opportunity
Oscar
II.,
but
mysteriously
disapAmerican Tobacco company to conwas eagerly embraced.
peared
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
from
that
country.
It
was
troi the supply of tobacco and then
"Well, are your watch and chain all
3•9 Broadway.
turn over the supply to a sales agent. supposed at the time that he went to
right" asked the father when he and
"The trouble with the plaintiffs", 'live with a fisherman and later moved his son were comfortably
(Intim pottiest)
seated.
said Judge Cohen, "is that the tobac- to America with his foster parent.
are,"
course
they
"Of
was
Mr.
Jack's
Carison
bore
a striking resellsGeneral Cartage Business,
co company is a business and not a
amused reply. But when he began to
court of equity and it may become bhince of Oscar II.
The Swedish representatives have feel in his pocket his smile disappeared,
Superior Facilities for
Office
necessary in business to kill your
Architect and Superintentent
gone
to Denver to See Mrs. Carison. and he shamefacedly ooefeksed that his
competitor--financially, I mean. That
Handling
Machinery
Freight,
2ndland
Monroe
watch was gone.
4or Fraternity Building.
is competition. It is business and the
"Ha, ha!" laughed the father.
Household
And
Goods.
'Phones
Both
ti
the
We
have
latest
in Kid
business part of it, but there is no
"Weren't you much too wide-awake for Old Phone 4501 Red; New Phone 3s.
Moves, elbow length, dressed, in
cause of action that follows because
that to happen? But perhaps you'd
black and white, at /3.00.
refuse to eell to a inian because I
like to know that I took It, simply to Paducah,
Kentucky
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
do not like him or believe him disprove to you bow easy It is for a man to
honest or do not even like the color
rob you in a crowd."
of his hair." Justice Mkrean ordered
"You took it, father!" exclaimed the
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
HOLIDAY RATES.
the suit dismissed.
young fellow, in utter amazement.
-TM,my M. I bought these scissors,
Attorney-at-Law,
Look through our Suit de011 account of Christmas and New commonly used for such a purpose.and"
partmerd and Wert something
WW1= No. 3, Columbia Heading.
(still laughing) "just transferred your
Year's holidays the Illinois Central watch
from your pocket to ming,•sna
serviceable for /nether's Xmas
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets see, ker
Accident, Life, LIIty, Steam Buller.
it 14.eceitent
as kinds's:
e)n putting his hand into him pocket,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, portione of West Virginia however,the father alao suddenly ceased
Laughing. and looked quite as sheepish
Pennsylvania and Western
SMALL BUSINESS.
New as Jack had dose before.
York, Ontario and Michigan, one and
Resicbence Phone 736
001114e•Pbone 369.
-Jack.- be stammered, "why, „lace,
Kelly Avant, Colored, Fined $to, and one-third fare for the round-trip,
tickets 10 be sold December 23, 24. my dear boy, yours and mine are both
Dave /Lorton Dismissed.
23, 3o and 31 and January 1, and gone. Some one ham evidently been
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALImore wide-awake thaa both of us this
In the police court yesterday morn- good returning until, January 3.
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
time!"
To all points South of' Ohio and
ing 9brIge D. L. Sanders fined Kelly
Avant $io for engaging in a 'fight the Potomac Rivers and 'East of MisVs. of Hops.
day before with Dave Morton, both sissippi river, one STI4 ohe-third fire
The Brigilah were townie the use of
'
,beer vire ototed barbers running, plus 25 cents, tickets to be sold' Den
•^
•
e sl-. p in the Brook Hill building' cember 22, 23, 21, 2, 30 And Of and h•cs
in
Fourth and Broadway. The war- Januery 1, good to return until Janu- duced them Into Itt,glanl in 104
Resicience,
They met with some heetiltty, for
against Morton war dismissed. ary 4.
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and
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them
rrireliern
Pargiettilis
re was dismissed' the ease
as unJ. T. DlYNOVAN,
wholesome, and patitameat wee petiTelephone so.
ng E. Y. Melton with carrying
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Ueiee Pepin.
eider sewers penalties. Near,
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EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

T.fiecakr. MD.

For Auditi• • Adjusting, Opening

or Closing :las. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

DR. R. E. HEARNE JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Fraternity Bldg.
Accountant,
Expert
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JUSTICE YOUNG HAS MARRIED 122 COUPLES DURING

orFrcE

eSheriff-elect John W. Ogilvie Will
Not Move Family to Town
Until Next Fall

Yesterday Justice Jesse Young
-stated that the day before he maried Mrs. Della Pitman and Mr. G.
Young and that he expected they
oink/ be about the last couple he
would
hind, aS two weeks from
tomorrow he goes out of office and
----retires to private life.
During hil four years' service Justice Young has married 122 couples
-and he says they are all still usitsd,
-as the ties with whieli he bound
then are of that character never
-etindered. Every fee the magistrate
got for marrying people be has givn to his wife, he having followed
the rule adopted by ad the ministc-rs in this respect.

IMO

i

r26

111111

the Chi tre.

Graves County Kan Missing.
'James Preston Johnson, of Mayfield, is iniss:ss.
Ile travele.: tat
county doing sewing machine repairing and was last seen at 'Hickory
Grove on the 22nd ult. His wife has
grown alarmed because he is out
longer than usual on his trip and has
not written her. Johnson bears a
good reputation where known. The
Mayfield papers fail to describe Johnson in mentioning the facts given
New Sheriff's Family.
Sheriffeelect John Ogilvie yester- above.
day stated that although be watt inNot only the largest line of
to office the first of next month, still
Ladies' Purees to select from,
he did not expect to move to the
but better values for the money
city until next sininner and possibly
than you can find anywhere.
not until fall. He lives out beyond
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Arcadia and will be here in the city
• during the week and go out home
for Sunday. He wiH bring his fam- 1LAYFIELD MESSENGER'S
ily in though next fall.
AIR LINE RAILROAD.

Mess

)oo

000 fire occurred at Sharon early Tuesday morning. Fire started in the
restaurant of Caldwell &' Dander, a
brick building, and is supposed to
.have been started by the explosion
of a gasoline stove. The building
d contents were a compete loss.
Alvin Joslin.
"The wealth of a man is the numThe tire then spread to the Covington Grocery company, Dodd's hotel, ber of things he loves and blesses,
McDernion's livery stable, residence and by which b.c is loved and
oi James Hunt, Etheriuse's tobacco Messed", is probably the theme that
facto.„, the unoccupied livery stable suppested "Alvin lioelin" to the auof I. F. l'erro and a new barn of thor of this more than famous play.
It has had an unconrparable suecese
W. R. Gloats
The dry goods store of Hollis & lasting for over twenty-five years, and
Parish and the Odd Fellows' hail the lesson it teaches will live on for
were saved by being covered with years after we have long been forgotsalt. Fifty barrels of salt were so:tad ten. Unsophisticated is the word that
truly applies to this grand old, charocon these two buildings.
ter. He is indeed innocent and pure,
as far as it is possible for man to be,
A pretty line of Gauze Fans
and hundreds of thousands have been
for you to select from
taught through this play that "The
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
unkind word, left unspoken will never

•

Expected Back.
Judge Richard Lightfoot. Magistrate John Thompson and Superrie•or Bert Johnson, of the county
roads, are expected back tomorrow
night from St Louis, where they
have gone to buy sewer pipe for use
on the county roads to drain them.

•

Paper Says "They" Claim the Road
Will Be Built.

Holiday Opening!
SEE OUR

LINE

OF

XMAS

GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE isTH.
THE BEST
MONEY IN

VALUE FOR
VIE

THE

CITY

AT

•

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN
WALL PAPER THAT
HAS
EVIILR BEEN OFFERED TO THE
FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPE,'
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING
AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL EU:d OF ONLY 65
CENTS, NICE PLAIN el.O.
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE
SELLING AT 6 CENTS PEE
•
STAND.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY
ii/sc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
Important Changes of Time c.7 South
DESIGNS., ALSO NICE HANDSOME
DESIGNS AT sc, Sac, zsc, 20C
ern Railway.
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL,
ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL
EFFECT, INGRAINS
On Friday, December 1st, the following changes in time of Southern DIULt8 1-N Cthlt..:E
AND—EV/al-CY COlvolleN,..ABLA LJLrailway trains will become effective:
No. 1, now leaving Louisville at OR MD LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH.
ALL
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
COISORS
IN
BURLAPS
...ALSO
HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS al
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3 -5o
m., will depart at 3:35 p. m. JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL
COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DENot 23, now leavirt; Louisville at
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO
7:25 p. as., will depart at 7:15 p.
M.
CARRY A FULL LINE
No. re, wow leaving Lexington at
OF
READIN
GS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES
6 p. en., will depart at 5:40 p.
, WINIn.
No. a, now leaving Lexington at DOW SHADES
,
CANVAS
,
TACES,
AND
BUILDI
NG AN DROOPING
5:30 p. ins will depart at 5 p. m.
Correspondkig changes will be PAMIRS. ,ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE
OF SAMPLES AND
tnade at local statioes and passengers inteading to use these trains BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT
AND
should consult ticket agents for com- es/VB
YOU
THE
BEST
VALUES
FOR THE MONEY.
plete information.
C H. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
PRICES FROM 25C TO $25-00•

ALVEY & LIST,

TELEPHONE LINES

(Mayfield Messenger, 14th.)
C. H. Delano, the superintendent of
the right of way, etc., of the Cairo Thomas Waldron, as "Alvin
Joslin," EDWIN BARBER PUT SAME IN
and Term. River R. R., and Asa Bodat The Kentucky, Matinee and
NAME OF THE HOME
kins, of Bardweli, have been in the
Tonight
COMPANY.
city a day or so mixing among some
of our peeple who are interested in be regretted".
Hose—something
Pure Silk
Your sisters, mothers
the building of the new railroad.
and wives will enjoy this attraction Numerous Deeds
always wanted by a woman. Our
Filed For Record
They have steered clear of the better than anything
line at $1.00 or fo oo cannot be
they have ever
Yesterday With the County
Mkssenge
r
office,
so that a repre- seen in a theatre, and you yourself
equalled at any place
Clerk.
sentative of this paper could not find will be _more refreshed
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
after a
3o SOUTH THIRD ST,
them in order to have an interview. he_artby laugh at the
PADUCAH. K)
amusing capers
But
they
ne
came
to
see
the
people
of
the
old farmer from Vermont. At
Some Sensations] Contests.
In
tile
county
clerk's office yestergreatest interested at this end of the The Kentucky,
thday, IdIstinse and day there was :odged for
(St. Louis Republic )
record a
line in order that all arrangements.
John Temple Graves, whom somedead wherein Edwin L. Bather transmay be made to more perfectly combody calls the sorghum-tongued era- plete
rii.weet‘it
.11111'.114644a ferred to the Paducah Telephone
the right of way between now suggested
"Alvin Joslin" to the au- company the long distance
tar of Georgia, wants Senator Ba— and early
lines,
spring. The promoters of
That well known purveyor of Jew- poles and right-ofcon's seat in Washington after the
way running from
line have had some trouble in ish character, George Sidney,
who for this city to county line, going toMirth 4. 1907: Governor Bob Tay- financing it, which
was brought about the past three years has been amusing
ward, Benton.
lor, of Tennessee, will try to fiddle by the fact that a conntlete
title to the theatre-going public through his
The
the Hoe. Edward W. Carrnack out the right of way
hash' not been se- comical doings in "Busy Izzy", has a companyMarshall county telephone
of the senate; Editor Haldeman, of cured. An effort will
some weeks ago sold their
be made at new vehicle this season, entitled aises
in Benton and that county to
Lotirviiie, is convinced that Senator once to give
to the backers of the
Joe Blackburn isms represented the road a clear title to the right of way, "Busy Izzy's Vacation". The piece Mr.- Barber, who about owns the
frolics,along the lineeof his past offer- Home company
Blue Grass country in the UM* end when the money will be secured
here, and to which
and ing, relating to his "vacation". It is latter
corporation lie transfers the
of the capitol long enough‘ and all work will begin.
needless to say that musicat numbers, part of the long
the world—at least all this part Of 'These gentlemen claim that the
distance lines runcatchy songs andfunny sayings con- ning up to the
the world—knows that /Governor road will be built.
county line dividing
stitut ethe piece.
We Write Anything in Insurance
11(10C.racken and Marshall, while in
Jeff Davis is doing his best to conThe first act is laid in the Grand Benton he will
have
to
vince the state of Arkanaas that the
lodge
the
A complete assortment of Gilf
Central Station, New York City, Aced transferring to the
Phasseaseefice 365—Residence 1696
Home Com- 01B001506 Broadway
toga if too heavy for the shoulders
or Cashmere Silk-lined or Metwhere the "busy one" has assembled pany the
wires,
gooks
and
of Senator James H. Berry.
right-ofcaised Gloves
all his friends in order to take them Wee over in that
county.
There will, scoldingly be someRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
on a general trip of recreation. After uhishic,,,,MUM=
thing stirring mightily in the elecconsiderable delay in starting, durOther Deeds.
tions for members oi the legislature
The plant of the Middlesboro, Ky., ing which time the guest, amuse
'Property on South Third street
in these state, next year
Of the Distilling company, at Middlesboro, themselves by singing,
dancing and sold by Julian Friant to the Paducah
other Southern senators whose teems was raided by internal revenue joke playing, they are
put aboard the Furniture Manegacturring company
expire in tor, Senator Daniel, of officers, who confiscated all the ap- train and hustkd off
for Ocean View, for $15o, and the dee lodged with the
Virginia is already as good as re- paratus and 14,000 gallons of whisky. California. This beautiful
place is clerk for record.
elected, and nobody hais thought it Carter H. Smith, a government supposed to be situated on the
shores
George Huston sold to J. N. Pryor,
worth white to ask for Senator !Ant- gauger, was arrested as an alleged of the Pacific, and affords an
ample
on's place in Alabama, while no- accomplice in assisting the distillers opportunity for a beautiful scenic for ft,Poo, land lying out in the
county.
gody in Texas ventures to cast
in disposing of their whisky without dressing, which has been supplied by
Mary and Anna Boswell deeded to
covetous eye toward the seat *filch payment of the required tax.
the artist's brush nd electricians in- McCracken county,
for $52, property
Senator Joe Bailey holds securely
genuity. A large contingent of thirty on Boswell- street.
For you to begin laying up
'Doled down.
In buying a Pune for Xmas
something for
chorus girls, symetrical in form and
Cecil
Reed
sold
to
George
Helm,
It would be foreign to the nature
unusually attractive from a beauty for $92o, land lying
You want something new and
out
in
county.
the
rainy days and the infirmities of
•
and traditions of Senator Ben Till.
nobble: sea oar Tine
standpoint have been provided to give
old age.
Cecil Reed also transferred to
mento be re-elected in South Caroa background to the numerous songs. Charity Wheeler,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
properfor
$252.5o,
Make regular deposits in this
lina without a struggle, but no senathese as well as the principals are ty on Washington street.
bank where
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DARKEY COLD DAYS AND BAD WEATHER CALL ,FOR THOUGHTS OF
SHOES
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At the Cumberland- Afisbyterian Sunday school services will be conchurch tomorrow morning at ti ducted at the North . Twelfth street
o'clock Rev. EalrmithoWi$ preach on Baptist mission.
Frank Burch Arrested on the Charge
"The First Accueer/ Arodlidas .;One",
of Maliciously Striking Noah
First Baptist Church.
while at 7:30 o'clociroakeorrow night
MoLaughlizi.
Tomorror morning and night Rev.
his theme for disatimsk:seBlebe "The
First Temptation and -ilt•olEffects." Cates will All the pulpit at the First
The Junior Christ(' Endeavor wiW Baptist church.
Last evening lied West, colored,
meet at 2:30 &dark tow afterwas arrested by Detective hiroore for
Senior
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Wouldn't
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40.
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not
why
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Where

Second Baptist.
Rev, E. H. Cunningham of the
Second Baptist church will preach tomorrow morning at it o'clock on
"The Crucifixon" while at 7:15 o'clock
* in the evening his theme for discourse
will be "A Lost Sour.
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OLD TACK FROST WILL BE GETTING IN HIS WORK IN A FEW DAYS AND.AIS
PROMISES TO BE ONE OF LONG DURATION,' THEREFORE IT BEHOOVES YOU TO SEE
THAT YOUR FEET ARE WARMLY SHOD. YOUR SHOES WATER AND COLD PROOF,- IF
YOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS.
FOR MEN, WOMEN A.ND CHILDREN, AND THE BABIES, WE HAVE THE BEST A4-SIEst
OF SHOES THE MARKETS AFFORD.
FOR MEN, THE FLORSHEIM, THE FAMOUS W. L. DOUGLASS, THE EDWIN CLAPP
AND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT -MAKES.
FOR WOMEN, WE HAVE THE BEST LINES OF Sa.00, $3.00 AND $3 so SHOES THOSE
PRICES WILL BUY
FOR CHILDREN‘ WE HAVE THE SHOES THAT STAND THE ROUGH USAGE CHILDREN.
PUT THEM TO AT PRICES TO SUIT.
- •
, _
AND FOR THE BABIES WE HAVE OUR PRIDE LINES.

Lendler & Lydon

RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

THE PEOPLE WHO SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
Striking Charged.
'Frio* Burch, a helper at the machine shops of the Illinois Central
rsilroad, was arrested on the charge
of inishciously striking another railroad helper, Noah McLaughlin, the
night before during a fight. Burch
is said to have hit the other a blow
First Christisn. (Confirmed from Page One.)
sufficient
to render unconscious McFirst
the
of
Pinkerton
Rev. W. H.
Laughlin, who is now confined at his
Christian church is in Princeton on Washington streets_
home on Tennessee street, badly
business, but will return today and be
Mount Case.
wounded. Officers Hurley and Sinin his pulpit tomorrow morning and
Mount
Willis
The charge against
evening. His little girl i• getting comes up next Tuesday for trial as gery arrested 'Burch.
well with her attack of scarlet fever. it is believed that by that time there
beach of the Peace.
-can be gotten here the absent witFred Collins was arrested on the
First Presbyterian.
matter
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THE TALE OF A TILE

RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.

BY EDITH K. WLLLETTX.

Murder Revealed by Spirit Visitant
and a Strange Warning
of Death.

It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the lire, looking
down on the other as she sat, fingering the MS. on her lap.
"Why du you want to read it?" she
salved.
• "Because you wrote it," he answered,
with great simplicity.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
it's because my other stories have been
so successful, and I get such nice puffs
in the papers!"
"Those reasons may suffice for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"

SFR&
IRUNG BY BREEZES.
BELLS OF GLASS AND METAL
BLAKE SWEET MUSIC.

Rushed Rim Out.
Heroism.
"My tither ..-ye he te 24 as spy! 8101
"This little tale of mine," said
when
went to college," remarked Woodby Biter, "la founded upon tact"
the pr ty girl.
"Yes," _eplied CritUck, "it's very
"Don't doubt it," replied her suitor. ; evident that you are the
hero of it"He impressed me that he was still a you and no other:"
college student last night."
"Why do you say that?"
"You don't say! in what way. Hare 1 "I observe that you have the
courage
ryr
to sign your name to It."-Philadelphia
"Why, he gave me a cane rushee-- Press.
Chicago News.
Locating the Strong Arm.
From Bad to Worse.
Patienc
e-Isshe observing?
I
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, ap he
Patrice-Oh, very; why, when she
climbed into a freight car,"I'm glad de meets a man she always does something
government doesn't own de railroads." to find out whether he is right or left"Why?"
handed.
"Because when we takes a tree ride
"What for?"
now de worst dat happens is to be put
"So she'll know which side of him to
off. But if de government was manta' sit en."-Yonkers Statesman.
de lines we'd be arrested fer grata'
sure."-Waabington Star.
It's a Fact
"It doesn't make any difference if a
At the Employment Office.
woman is six feet high and weighs Ilfel
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue pounds," said the home-gr
own philosogingham apron? Well, ten housewives pher.
have tried her in the last ten days and i "Well?"
Mir has left these alL"
Sooner or later some man will come
"Gracious!, Her name must be 'Se- Illeng who's willing
to call her "little
girl.'"-Chicago Sun
"Why so?"
"Because no woman can keep her."33ST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
Chicago Daily News.

Not an Extinct Species.
'I see that scientists have unearthed
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog ten
feet high in Cregoner
-That's pretty high; I saw a Wane
one six feet high when I Was away
-On my
vacation."
"You're joking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied two seats in
a crowded coach I was on."-Houstot
Post.

In a certain town in the province of
Minsk, West _;.ussia, a peasant suddenly disappearei. He was last seen alive Range in Price from Twenty-Five
leaving the church and going home to
Cents to Two Hundred Dolhis sister, with whom he lived, relates
lars-Where They Are
an exchange.
Used.
One day, in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. lee looked pale, his eyes
The wind beil, as its name implies.
Why He Walks.
were closed, end his legs were broken. Is made to ring by the action
Bacon-Don't you remember when
of the
He told her teat he had been mur- wine. In fact the wind bell
he had his coach and horses?
is not a
dered Ly her Lusband and his brothers. bell at all, strictly speakin
g, but a
Egbert-Why, certainly I do.
He mentioned the exact date and place contrivance composed of
a number of
"Well, he has to get out and walk
of the deed, and added that his body pendants suspended
in a circle from
now."
was put into a sack and thrown into the a ring and hung close
together so that
"You don't mean to say he's lost all
river. He wanted her to find his body they will come into
contact and prohis money."
and have it beled In the family grave. duce sounds when
swayed by the
"No; but he's bought an automo
The dream was repeated several
biltr"Yonkers Statesman.,
times, and at last the sister sought the
Some wind bells produce sounds that
Two hours later he stood in his own
advice of her aged father-in-law. He are very
front hall, turning his pockets inside
pleasing and musical. Some
Rare Prise.
told her that it would be difficult to find are made
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
with glass pendants, some
out by the light of the midnight oil,
the body, sad if the culprits were with
was raised in an incubator."
then he searched the front steps and
pendants of metal; some are
"Yes; and when be grows up all the
examined the pavements outside, and brought to justice her children erotild be small and very simple in construction,
left orphans; ca, after emesideration,
girls will he fighting to become toe
others are large and massive and
finally patrolled a certain street to
the sister gave he matter up.
wife."
elaborate.
certain house till a certain small hour
But her bre
'-; spirit would not
"Why so?"
of the morning, when he returned to
Wind
bells
range
in
price
from 26
raft, and alive :
in a dream in the cents
"Because he can never brag about the
his abode uttering unholy words.
to $200. The original home of
above manner to a friend of his. Soon
pies that mother made."-Chicago Dary
"What are you looking for?" she dethe
wind
bell
is
Japan.
News.
manded on entering the drawing room the news'prase to the local authorities,
In its simplest form the wind bell is
who took the matter up. The river was
lure Cure.
the next Morning.
compose
d
of
a
number
narrow
of
"Did you see my picture In this
Charity in Real Life.
"Nothing," he answered, rising has- searched, and the body was found in the strips of glass,
exact spot indicated.
perhaps six inches In morning's peperr
"Now," said the kind woman. "I
My from an evident inspection ef the
said
the
publie
This dlmovery had sixth an effect on length, suspended lengthwise from a man.
have procured .some aloe stockings for
carpet. His face was pale, and his
the
murderers that they at once con- wire ring about two inches in diam"No," said the wit, shrieking with
your two Asughters. Won't they be glad
searching eye roamed uneasily over the
eter.
Within the circle formed by tne
fessed. They gave all details of the
laughter. "What wee, you cured of?
to get them?"
furniture.
strips thus suspended Is hung by one
Ha, ha!"
"Well. I don't know, mum." replied
"I thought you might have dropped crime-how,after service,-they took him corner a
little square piece of glass
to
a
mill
whera
they
all dined, and on
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture."
the
something!" she suggested, cs.usually.
poor lady. "hiag an' Liz is puny
leaving for home they attacked their half way down the length of the long answered the other sadly."Oh, no!" he responded defiantly.
particular. Is they openwork stock-Cleveiand
stripe,
the
strips and the square piece Leader.
victim. Finding that the sack was too
"Well, what did you think of e
ings, mum r-Chicago Sun.
small, they eat off the legs, tied a stone being ornamented with various Japanshe inquired.
'see
characte
rs
and
to his neck, and threw him in the river.
designs. This wind
A Joke with a Diagram.
Art Nete.
"Oh!" he said with a start.
The We've is certified to be perfectly etc- bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
"You're an angel." declared the
Mrs. [Wile-My husband takes •
story of yours? It was great
will strike it and blow the strips into young man.
, ate by the local authorities.
deep Interest In art
absorbing! I assure you it
, k Russian paper relates the following contact with sue another and with the
"Do you mean to tail me that I'M
Mrs. Oldar-You surprise me.
awake until four o'clock this me.
hawing occurred to an officer*.family square suspended among them.
masculine?" haughtily inquired the
Mrs. Syllie-Well, it was a surprise
lug!"
But slightly more expensive than girt
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
-And yet it is comparatively short. at, the time of an outbreak of cholera.
The
eldest
son
.
thil-.01
4„wind bell are
was
in
N. B.-New York preachers have de0 442.01114,4
an
office
Rownder last night that it was a good
You must read very slowly! Do tell
in a town
nearly 200 miles from his home.
4140 4 12
tided that all mists are of the male
"
1
With,,dig of
thing to study your band before you
me what you like heat about it."
One morning the family were visited
loostitst .srid with a agather of sex.--Chicago Sun.
Drather Sitdown-What's de matter draw.-Cleveland Leader.
"Oh, well," he llotudeeld; "1 Liked,
wit' yet patent leathers, Buy?
it all immensely, but what appealed to Mean undertaker. who said he badree sereares at different slue, su-e. wind
Seclusion Necessary.
Ilisay Walker-I guess de patent's exRight, Put Left.
me
especially was that-er-soma mired, orders Irani.a pelillOar WIaX114. bell producing a greater variety of
Mts. Psmith-But how did you man. pired.-Chicago Daily Ne'ws.
Miss Bute-Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
where the heroine--er-gets the beat dnielleibedeto make a coffin for their en. Walla
eat son. The father replied that the son ., Another Ineapeneive sort sig wind age to keep that secret a whole weak.
of him. I rejected him when he first
of it."
dear?
Still Looking.
proposed because I was positive he
He felt that he was doing well, but was far away, and that all the family *AL has S-Sittither. of
I bell
I
maw
man
excitedly searching the sky—
Mrs. lie:ones-It wasn't hard. I elmshaped, rassial.addentas,
at this point she brought him back to were alive and well.
nded on a
A more frantic concourse I never had would try *gala.
Directly afterward a message calm cord at dilitegeat heights, with a cor- ply stayed away from the Browniz.
Miss Koy-You were right. he did
ear t h.
seen.
try again and I accepted him last
"Do you think," she asked him, earn- that the eliest son had died of cholera responding number of little glass balls club, and when callers came I sent I said to a man with a telescope "Why
Is all this commotion air—what does It niglit.-Philatielphla
nest and wide-eyed, "that Gregory at the same time that his exact sim- hanging from cords., to come into con- word that I wasn't at home.--ClevePress.
mean?'
ilitude had been seen by the under- tact with the metal objects when the land Leader.
ought to have done it?"
',We're looking for," salt he,
with tremuNet the Same.
bell is swayed by the wind.
"Who?" he asked, staggered for a taker.
lous sigh,
His Good Advice.
"You seem always to be hard up since
"A woman who kindloil her tint with benStill another not costly form of wind
moment "What?" And then recollectzine."
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
you are married?'
ing himself-"Yes." This stoutly. "I
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE. bell has for pendants a lumber of bestgspeller
in our elms at 'shoot"Yes; that's..."
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
think Gregory was perfectly justified;
-And did he give you the job?"
"Bet you have the same Income you
I don't see how, under the circum- Hunters Haw, a Simple Method of metal, metallic leaves of various
Horse
"No. mother, he gave me some words
need to have, haven't you?"
stances, he could have done otherwise.
forms and sixes, suspended around
Which Is Almost Invariably
-Pop."
"Yea but not the same outgo."-Housle.;1110P
I am Salta certain that in his place I
from a ring by cords. The wind blows to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
"Tea, my son."
Suncessful.
ton Daily Poet.
should have done just the same thing."
these leaves together, producing-the then he said I'd better go to school foe
"What is horse sensor
spell." - Cleveland
"What thing" she asked, as she
Plain
Some bee hunters simply put out's bit leaves being of different sines and mother
"Horse sense, my boy, is shown
Dealer.
• Newport Tragedy.
poked the fire with her back turned. of honeycomb, or even trickles
when the animal turns his nose the
of honey thicknesses--s variety of musical
"Terrible about Gladys astorblIt'e
Then, as he did not answer immediate- on a clean chip, never resortin
tones.
other
way
as
•
gasoline
g to the
machine pawns marriag
In the Art Gallery.
e."
ly, she said gently: "I don't think pungency of scorched wax.
A metallic wind bell that sells for_
on the road."-Tontrare Statesman.
And these
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't it!'
"What did she do? Marry her machyou quite understand what scene I re- are apt to mark their bees
with sprinkles $35 and occupies vertically a spiels of
"Ye-es."
man?'
.. -tarred to, but I'll show you in a mo- of flcur in order
Delayed Ramat.
to trace their flight. about three feet has. suspended around
"Do you notice the glamour the artlameeetIming near' ly as bad-married
ssiest if you'll just hand me the MS."
Damocle
saw
sword
s
the
suspended by
Whatever the bait, says the Country from a ring about a foot in diameter,
s mesa right In her own set". -Chicago
"The MS.?" he queried, blankly.
a Mir.
Calendar, it is set on a stump, or stone, a number of pendaets, each composed ist has thrown over Itr
"No, I don't. But it It was mine I
"The MS." she repeated
"I would have given•million dollars ega.
deter- or fallen tree in some open glad* of of several curious metal objects strung
throw
would
a
horse
blanket
minedly..
over
it.
for
that once," he observed. -you see
deep woods. As certainly as the woods one below the other. Below this circle
Sorrews of Science.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
He took two turns up and down the hold even one bee
my
mother
sad* me lesor Waiver's."
of
tree, there will soon
pendants and hanging from the
They tett see germs are overywhorw
room, then faced her, crimson and be a dozen bees sucking
Then
indeed
the
king
perceived It had
In oartli and water and the air.
with all their center of the support of the bell is a
Worse Yet
crestfallen.
no terrors for him.-N. Y.Sea.
I'm Iliad with • mamas anapests.
might The bee hunter, stock still. cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
Rownde
r-Blai
anyhow
the
luck,
ne
!
"I'm extremely sorry to tell you," *etches them narrowl
Atrahl to drink Or emelt* or eat
y, aiming always the lantern being about a foot in
Lesher-What's the matter?
-Wameinortee fiter.
hi said hoarsely, "that your MS. fi- to sprinkle those
A Great Delbdisney.
that come first, since height.
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
(ths arctic blue of her eyes froze the he knows
"What makes you so skeptical shout
they are from the nearest
AD PICIIZNIMAIII 11.112 KIXOZIAIC
A larger wind bell of metal, one that up for me, when I'm out late at night
the airellpr
truth upon his lips)-is left behind." swarm
sells for $15, has no lantern, but a
Lather-You're lucky. Mine comas
ha finished. "I hope you don't need it
"Became there's nothing that can be
Commonly be follows the earliest bee bigger hoop and longer and larger and after ma-Cleveland Leader.
immediately?'
devised in the way of an aerial antheNoe at its first rise. If be loses it he goes more numerous pendants, each
comau/
"N-no," she admitted; "not to-day,
leillee and repair wagon that is any
back for another. He may wait to see p:mei of several metal objects
The Humor of It.
atbut I really must dispatch it to the
more reliable than the original vial
half a dozen take flight from their lines, tached one below the other.
"Do you me anything funny about cis,"-Washington
publishers to-morrow."
Star.
making up his mind as to the bee tree's
A strange, if not grotesque, wind Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"All right," he said. "I'll call in the
probable direction. If all of them take
"Yes," answered the cynical manager.
i of metal, one that sells for $200,
Not Rich.
morning!"
one course he has plain sailing-it is has for a top
"I understand that Miss Pert told you
-With the MS.?" she asked him,
piece a solid metal con- "It seems funny to me that he should
only a matter of following that course, struction
two feet or more in diameter have imagined it was funny."-Wase. I was rich?"
smilingly.
keeping his eyes and ears the while very and
"Nothing of the kind."
shaped like a great shallow bowl, Ington Star.
"With the MS." he echoed, despairwide open. If there are crosatlights. and here
"Why, I understaad she did."
banging inverted and with
ingly.
The Pretty Stenographer.
been scattering in all directions, the
"Well, you were mistaken; she mid
the pendants hanging three feet or
And as he went out of the house he
Tor books my clerk has little u'a,
thing
to
do
Is
to
follow
the
best
marked
you had more money than brains."more In length around from its outer
held a brief ineffectual conversation
But though she is not ye,
Houston Poet
She makes me watch my re and 44
with the butler, punctuated with a five- line home, if possible in the wake of a edge. The pendants of this great wind
When looking In her
dollar bill, and then paced the street laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the bell, each composed of a number of
—Philadelphia Press
Obliging.
for many hours-a prey to thoughts of others upon another day.
oddly shaped objects suspended one
Following a laden bee is not so easy. below the other
"How
long
does
it take to empty this
forgery and flight.
along it, vary in "A TRIP ON THZ ZALLZOAD."
hall?" asked the lecturer, looking about
It was the next morning and be had The spiral rise is confusing-but a mas- length, and at the end of a number
the auditorium.
been talking volubly and long on dif- ter bee-hunter is apt to be hawkeyed. of the pendants hang odd small bells
"I don't know exactly." replied the
ferent subjects when she at length He watches the black mounting speck with tongues.
until it strikes line, then runs along its
janitor, "but if you wish, wen you bemanaged to get in a word.
Wind bells In their less expensive
He--Bat I thenglit you'd forgiven as
gin lecturing I'll time 'em."-Yonkers
"Well," she asked, "have you got line, knowing well it will go straight to and more familiar forms are hung on
for that and promised to forget It?
within a few feet of the hive. At the
Statesman.
' it?"
porches In summer, where the breezes
She-Yes. But I didn't promise to 1$t
"What?" he answered quickly. The home portal there may be a slight can play with them and make them
you forget I'd forgiven It!
Oot Back at Him:
measles? No! Although you seemed swerve, even a lighting upon twigs or tinkle
or produce
their musical
Algernon-I heah that you and Clawthe trunk itself before crawling in home.
to think so, judging from the way
sounds., in wiater such wind bells
in The entrance may
Inferior at Beet
reace had an altaheation lawst night,
be a knothole, or an
which you avoided me at the receptio
may be hung at windows more or less
n innocent looking
"TA@ salt-made man is on the wane."
and be called youh evabything.
crack or seam. Whatlast night, and again at the opera
He Is, &ad no mistake
likely to be opened at the top, where
aft- ever it is,
Percival-Yaws; but I got even with
it is apt to show a faint yelerward. You wouldn't give me
But then, he never was so good
the wind can strike them.
so low-brown stain,
-Philad
him,
elphia Bulletin.
dish boy. I called him nothing,
got from the passing
As "mother used to make."
much as a bow."
That wind bell of metal with the
doncher know.-Chicago Deily News.
—Puck.
In and out of so many bees, wax and
"I didn't see you," she told him.
lantern hanging below it would probUnanimous.
"Where-where was
re he inter- honey laden.
Killed. ,
ably be hung in a hall, where it would erre saddest wrien I sing." she screamed;
Mere Trifle.
rupted to explain. "In the dress cirBald her hearers: "Hully gas!
"Doesn't Stubbs write poetry any
soutded
be
when
the
opened.
door
was
"What
is
alimony
,
mamma?
asked
"
cle, on the opposite side, with
She ain't the only pebble
Had Sailed on Soup.
my
The great wind bell would, in Japan,
the little boy of his grass-widow more? I haven't seen any of his work
On the beach, for on are we,"
glasses leveled on your box."
for a long time."
An old captain and his mate,feeling be hung in some temple's grounds,
—Houston Poet
mother.
"That was a waste of time," she said
"No; his muse is dead."
hungry, the other afternoon went into& and probably near the gate. Here it
"Alimon
my
y,
son,
is
the
pin
money
Impatiently, "and PO is this. What is
A Lucky Circumstance.
don't say! What's the troubler
"You
restaurant on the water front and or- would be hung In a garden.
a woman gets after she leaves her
the use hiding the truth any longer?
First Insurance Financier (after tee.
"Married."-Miteraukee SeutineL
dered dinner. The waiter, with considhusband
."
-Yonke
rs
Statesm
an.
Why will you not acknowledge that
tifying, nervously)-How did I acquit
erable flourish, placed a plate of thin,
you've lost my MS.?"
Clancy's Horse In a Race.
Where the Honey Comm From.
myself?
watery looking liquid before each of
The Difference.
"Because I haven't!" he answered
takes a lot of patience to run an
"It
noted
Insuran
Springfi
Second
man
A
ce
eld
in
was
MiFinanci
er
Smowch
-lan't that a Beethoven sothem
(fierce
doggedly. "No!" (As she stared
at
"Say, young fellow, what's this stuff?" chael Clancy, a contractor, who had be ly)-There was no jury!-Puck.
nata which that young lady Is play- automobile, does it not?" asked the
him in amazement.) "If that MS. has
MLA
rich. He bought a string of horses
Ins?
shouted the captain, gazing in amazeVictim of an Imposition.
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
a
"Yee, lots of patients." replied the
entered
them
and
for
the
Saratog
a
meet.
Growch-lt would be if some one else
ment at the concoction under his nose.
Sharpson-You seem
are responsible, and you alone!"
disappointed played IL-Clevela
doctor; "and I've got 'em."-Yeakerib
He raced his horses for the fun of it,
"Soup, sir." replied the waiter.
nd
Leader.
with that new society novel.
He strode to the door, then wheelin
Statesman.
g
"Soup?" shouted the old see dog. and rarely bet., One day he had a horse
Plats-Disappointed? I'm diebusted.
round, faced her.
entered
that
shemed
to
have
so
excelHis Pride.
"Soup! Bill" (turning to the mate),
It's a fraud. It isn't even objection"If I forgot your story," he
Couldn't Say.
"Percy is proud of the fact that he
said "just think of that! Here you and me lent a chance to win that he bet ten dolable
1-Chica
"Are you in favor of forest pre-.
Tribune
go
harshly, "it was because I was
.
wears boy's IBM glovers and 'hues."
think- have been sailing on soup all our lives lars on it.
ing only of you. If I was
serves?" Metered Mr. GlIffie.
When the horses got away Clateey
absent-mind"He also wears infants' size hats,
never knowed it till now."-WashReady to Oblige.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
ed. It was because you were present. an'
stood In the grand stand watching them
don't
suppose
but
I
he
is
ington Life.
proud of litplake,
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wanes
If I-er-lost that MS., it was because,
"I don't remember ever hay..
through his field glasses. Some of his
that."-Housto
n Post.
to be cremated.
Well! I suppose you know ft-I
ins eaten aone."-Chicago Sun.
friends, knowing of the ten dollar bet,
had
Expert Testimony.
Mr. Young-All right-I'll attend to
already lost my heart. That's
Seems Reasonable.
crowded about and began to joke him.
all.
it at once. Call her, will you!--CleveHiggins-Do you know anything
Correct.
Good-by!"
"Why do they call it 'Sunny tester e
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy land
Leader.
"Pa,
what
is
about young Borrow's ability as a booka
bank examiner?"
And he turned to go. But she
"Perhaps because such a large proporwas asked.
was keeper?
"A bank examiner? Oh, he's the
already at his elbow, and there
populati
tion
the
of
on
Is
occupied
in die- man who gate around
wail
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
The Dominant ?actor.
Diggsby-Sure thing. I loaned him
and examines
something in her hand-s
perusing shine."-Chicago Sun
typewritten
"The first husband eloped with her,"
the bank after the cashier has looted
a copy of Shakespeare more than a year "I can't quite make out," he replied,
parcel-a Y/14.
"whethe
r he is but In the third race or said Miss Cayenne.
It."-Chtcago Bun.
"It has been a pretty bad quarter of ago and he has kept It ever sinea-ChiCharity's Venal Stunt.
first in the fourth."-Beston Herald.
"And the second and third?"
"Our society just gave away t.00(1
an hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, and cago Daily News.
A Difference.
"She eloped with thern."-Washing. pairs of atoskings."
her eyes were twinikling-"thanks to
Col. Highlyee-What are your rates
ton Star.
Observant Youth.
pour stories and mlnik*Vet you're not
Are They All Hers?
"Ah, charity covers a multitude of
per column?
"Bay. Bob," said the small girl to the
shins!"--Chicago Sun.
going yet?" (Thr be *s turning to
Baoon--The lyre used to be eery coraNeter of Swell Society-For insert
Hind
the
to
boy,
small
"what
Limdt.
are
relation
s!"
the door knob.) "It isn't }p5.x,:
e and be- mon In 1FCurope, but now they say you
'1117as he kind-to his tatiturr
ton or suppressiont-Life.
"Relations," was the answer, "are
A Cinch.
sides-"
can't find any of them there.
"I should say be wee Re tioaldn't
"Whet do you believe theirs will be an
Egbdrt -Yes, I believe our ocelot's folks that keep mother working so hard
Here she looked up at hire, and--eli,
•Clare Sport
have
been kinger If he bad been, as
fear
they'll
for
keen
sederot
tfonally happy marriage?"
on stony a
Veil!-The closieticked Ioei&iygrid the tion laws have been altogether too MA
Greene
—He
Wee In for amen sport
Isintran
ee
preit'!-•-elyrelmind Plata
inspection and say she isn't a good
ire are both orphans.'-Houston
-Yonkers Statesman.
▪ crackled.-Valley We.k17 _ „
Redtl—Pond pf
I hoosskeeper."-WallitIlifitoa Stat.
rtallen
3- --
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Medical Authorities Putting Forth
Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
,Disease.
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliMinary report has just been sumle marised by the press, is composed of
mho of high professional rank,says the
t" Neil/ York Tribune. Yet the problems
involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solutiote The disease which the commission has been considering has risen into
peculiar prominence of late. At one
time consumption caused more deaths
than any other malady and pneumonia
ranked second as a cause of morality.
Within the hest ten or fifteen years the
two hays'ache/aged places In Some parts
of the Ualtad States, if not in the ma
eremite. 'Consumption as • result of
I the adoption of more enlightened methods of prevetatioa and treatment,, works
a little less hemoc now than formerly.
Pneumonia, ox the other hank IMO a
greater nimeger of Adige"IS alls.artilon
to the population. There Is ground for
, the belief that grip has contributed
materiality to this result lamas* it is
often a prellielfrie an Week of pneumonia and it sat',disqualifies a MAUI for
successful'registanearto an illness of another nature However, whatever the
cause, the inereased prevalence aflame
moaia has 8:cite4 tit) graveet alarm mad
perplegiby in the medical profeasios.
The commission is convinced that.
like tuberculosis the mere acute tYPO of
lung disease is attributable to the presence of microbes and that the latter are
disseminated tat the drying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about Ly the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust partisans.
This fundamental fact shows the &Mierability of deluging a sick room with sunlight, promoting ft 3e ventilation and using a broom only when the floor has
been sprinkled.
Some puritans facts have been elicited
in the course of the investigation conducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
is that pnetun000cce the supposed cause
of the disease, are sometimes carried In
the mouths of persons for weeks without producing any apparent effect. Is
like manner they are observed in the secretioos of patients who have recovered
for•considerable interval after the disappearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever sad give rise to the question how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors_
Perhaps more teat on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should prove useful
in the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community in which pneumonia
prevails
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
curs, but good morals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the cognition refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to obtaining hints as to the value of an antitoxin of this kind. otherorestures of
the same character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum. as now prepared.
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis. It appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective nualities of
the article. However, If the serum
which • few physicians even now employ, is not all that could be desired, improved methods may yet develop one
that can be more heartily recommended.

)/

Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 3,600, is an ardent Scotchman,
with a passionate love for all thing'
that come from the Land o'the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organized a bagpipe, band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly ones must have the blood of a
proper elan In one's veins to give the
' true "skirl." Hr. Jenkinson bolds that
a Scotchman a.ad only a Seotehman can
be a good gardener or • piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down." says Jeakinson
"A Scotchsian starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. 'macs
why so many gardeners Nuns from
Scotlar.i. They learn bit by bit over
there."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
How Witch Hanel Shoats Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch bagel
.hootA its seeds ten or flfteen feet? If
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
home some branches of'Welt haselliele
lag both Sowers and unopened
on them sae put them in vaseslifolliagia
The pods burst at the most stielltelleted
•h
:
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seeds. isratethes that are to be used for
a party must be selected With care, to
be mire of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not opened. it
It is possible be de so, out teem the IMMO
day they are seeded. If they must be
cot the day before they are seeded, pet
them Is a cold vise, In water and Wrap
a .damp c4oth gram, the br'sselfas. Is
to arena@ the Sewers from with.and te kesip the vee-Is trete befits
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BAD MEMORY.

He Once Introduced Hark
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
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DODGING THE JAPAN
Scotch

,

E.

Vessel Had a Time.? of It
Eluding the Watch
Jape.
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EARNED WAY BACK HOME.

INJURED BY MEDICINE%

Girl Tills the Soil and Gains Price of Unwarranted Attacks Upon
Trip from Pennsylvania
edies of the "Patant"
to Iowa.
Variety.

Rem-

•

EXCURSION

St. Louis and Tennessee River Packcompany—the eheepest arid best
et
A summer in the cornfield was not
It has been charged by one or two
Here is a tale of adventurou blocktoo high a price for Annie Ulrich tc eastern magazines that "patent" med- excursion out of Paducah.
ade running during the Russo-Japanese
pay for a journey back to Iowa and icines are injuring those who use
war: In December of last year the
a few weeks' lent on the old home them, and, as these statements are to
steamer Carlisle, Capt. Jessen, 1,035
stead where she spent her girlhood, re be used as arguments for the passage,
tone, belonging to Leith, Scotland,
lates the Philadelphia Press.
at the next legislative session, of laws
left Vladivostok with arms and ammuSix years ago this young woman war prohibiting the sale of these medicines,
nition worth over $4,500,000 on board,
married to Annon Ulrich. She was 11 the figures of a Chicago statistician
destined for Port Arthur. Before that
then. They came east, where he lived are of unusual interest and imporport was reached, however, it had surand started life together on his farm tance.
rendered to the Japanese. Capt. Jeer
In Middle
Creek township, Snydes
That less than one-twentieth as
gen altered his course while he had
county. Soon there rose in her s many persons are injured by the use
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
Vet time and stood out to the open
great desire to go back and see the of all "patent" medicines, ot which it
sea. All went well until the steamer
and rest; good service, g
table,
folks at home, and the prairie she has been possible to learn the trade
was 300 miles to the eastward of Yo,e each
loved, and the places she cherished in name, or the name of the manufac- good rooms, etc. Boats
kohama when the Carlisle lost all her
memory.
5 p. m.
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid Wednesday and Saturday
propellor blades. The captain rigged
"But the money?" said Ulrich. "We alone, is one of the facts proven. Car- For other information apply to Jas.
up sails on the steamer's stumpy masts
haven't it."
bolic acid is never mentioned in the Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
and navigated his vessel 2,000 miles
For five seasons he did his best at attacks, protably for the reason that Brown, agent.
southward, ultimately dropping anseed time and harvest, but there wat it is exciusively employed in medicachor in San Miguel bay, Caramines, in
no surplus for a ticket to Iowa."
tion by the regular "schools of medthe Philippines, on February 13.
Then, last spring, said Annie Ul icine" and does not enter into competiJapanese in the vicinity had heard
rich:
tion with them, as do the "patent"'
of the vessel's arrival, and disguised
"Give me five acres of land—I don't medicines.
as fishermen, set out in four sampans
DI1242.113T.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
care what five it is--and I will plant
to attack and if possible sink the ship.
Office
and cultivate and harvest a crop, and reported in the newspepers of the
alms
Globe Bank and Trope
With the assistance -of the customs ofthe money for the sale of it shall be country during the period between
606 Broesterny,
ficers on board the crew managed to
June 25 and November 1. As the serv
for my trip to the west."
beat off the repeated attacks of the JapIces of numerous press clipping buHe agreed.
anese, but not before many shots had
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
For decades there has not been in reaus were engaged to furnisn clipbeen exchanged. An American warSnyder county such a yield of corn as pings of cases of poisoning, there is
(Homeopathist.)
ship ultimately arrived on the scene
Annie Ulrich's plow and hoe and reasonable assurance that every poi- Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
120.
and towed the Carlisle round to Maprayers coaxed out of the earth. Nom soning case that has occurred has ennila, where she was interned by the
Residence, litg Broadway.
have there been between corn rows tered into the compilation.
American authorities. At Manila the
i None of the 697 cases is a case of
such pumpkins as hers.
Phone tag.
Carlisle was provided with a new proIn trousers and blouse and broad ' suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
peller, but watched by the American
brimmed bat she has toiled in the wherein a drug or poison was used Office phone 231, Residence phone
warships within the port and by a
474
field between breakfast dishes and with criminal intent. The cases are
Japanese cruiser which kept continuali those of poisoning by the use or acciMilking time.
ly appearing in the °fling. The CarHer own hands have put the yellow dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
lisle one night disappeared from Maears in the crib. Now she is ready to poisons, and death and injury by malPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
nila at the time of the passing of Singtake them to market, and then—off tot practice. Of these cases 293 were
apore by Admiral Rojestvensky's fleet.
,
fatal;
192
being
adults and 101 chilthe golden west and the old home.
Roorns 204-6 Fraternity Building.
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
But again fortune frowned; the Car
dren,
lisle could not find the Russian fleet,
Of
40
cases
of
alleged
malpractice,
Soldier of Ancient Data Always and after many days' fruitless search AN AMBASSADOR'S GARDEN.
il were fatal and 20 involved criminal
Used Oliver Bullets to
the captain had to turn south. At the The American Representative in operations. Of six cases involving
Shoot Them.
end of May the vessel steamed ins,
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
Paris Has an Attracoently into Ralston, where She laid up
!
which could be learned after diligent
tive Plot.
Highest price paid for second-basil
In witchcraft lore silver seems to with her valuable but dangerous cargo
Inquiry, live were fatal, kour were
have bees credited with great power on board.
cases
where overdoses were taken; two
Women who have visited some of the
to dist:ern% evil spirits, says tilt Philfashionable homes of Paris have re. were cases where the medicines had
adelphla Record, In an old book op
NATURE REALLY BEATEN. turned this season with such rapturous ' been carelessly left within the reach
the subject one reads of a "vaillant
descriptions of their winter gardens of children who, childlike, ate or drank
Souldeir who had skill in Necromancy." Commercial Production of Artificial
that many ultra American hostesses the contents of the package. There Is
and who always used "silver bullets
Bay anything and sell everything
Indigo Is of Great
are adopting the novelty, says the New not a recorded case where injury was
to shoot away the witches." The eviYork Press. Mrs. McCormick, wife of caused by use, according to directions, 218-220 Cclat street. Old phone 1316.
Value.
dences of such superstition are brought
the American ambassador, has one ot of "patent" medicines, but there are
directly to the modern eye through the
Science is credited, in these times of the most beautiful of these apart- , recorded cases where prescriptions
discovery made by a Pennsylvania daily wonders, with doing so much ments. It is not a
conservatory in any have been written or filled wrong.
fanner.
that she doesn't do that her real mir- sense of the word, but is a large room, I In 212 of the 697 cases the wrong
1.
wgoz in conneedas
Mr. Veddennaz is interested in cu- acles are often rorgotten almost before just off the entresol or first
floor. It medicine was taken, or poison was
rios, and purchased recently an old they are accomplished, says the New Is well lighted from the
taken
in
medicine.
In
mistake
for
208
south and the
musket at a farmhouse sale. From its York Globe. One of these Is the com- west. The walls are covered with
trel- , cases bottles were left within the reach
- PURY EAR,
appearance the weapon antedates the imosical production of artificial indigo. lis work and on theme are trained of children, and in 96 cases overdoses
revolution. It was in a deplorable This purely chemical process has been roses, nasturtiums and flowering vines, I were taken by mistake.
state of rust, and in cleaning it the no far perfected by the Oermaa chem- which grow rapidly and thrive
indoors. 1 Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
new owner discovered that It was ists that It has reduced the price of These plans grow from the floor in leases, or in one case in every five. It
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
loaded.
Audis° nearly 70 per cent. and is rap- , rustic boxes, with borders of pretty,! was fatal in 62 cases. Of these fatal
523
i-• Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
He carefully withdrew the charge, 4dyi driving the indigo plant and plant- bright blossoms, geraniums, petunias . cases 32 were adults and 20 children.
N:w Phone ego.
and to his surprise found instead of or out of business.
It
was
administered
by
mistake
of
and violets. The floors are covered
SP&CIALTIIM:
bullets two silver shillings, dated 1781
The value of the natural dye annual- with bright matting and all the furni- nurses three times.
tightly weeded with leaves of a Bible 417 exported from India has fallen is ture is of the kind which is used on 1 Morphine ranked second with 64
Abstracting of Thies,
of ancient print. Beneath the collie ten years from $17,147,500 to $2.782,000. porchee or in summer houses. In this' cases, 46 of which were fatal; 38 adults
Insurance, Corporation and
was • undid lock of hair and a piece
and
eight
children.
It
was
taken
by
fragrant
bower
Mrs.
McCormick
has
In the United States, the artificial, or,
Real Ratite Law.
of paper containing an illegible quo ' se
Is technically called, synthetic, spread Aar tea table and on informal mistake six times, and left within the
Lion. The gunpowder was coarse and I product came on the market about occasions she receives her guests here, ,reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture 1898, and cost 44 cents a pound. The Instead of in the suite of state drawing i were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
'included in the 40 being habitues. It
The whole looks very much like •
price is now down to 18 cents. Three- rooms above. When big levees are in
charmed charge, salculated to demol- fourths of the Indigo imports into Ja- progress, this cool perfumed retreat is was administered, direct, by a physician once; was administered to a
ish some weird lady of the broomCITY ATTORNEY
pan last year were of the artificial dye. a perfect boon. Such a bosky dell is i
child by an older child once, and adstick
considered
a
wonderful
improvement
insignifiInto Germany comparatively
ministered by a medical student three
cant amount/ of natural indigo are on the damp hot house with potted
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER. Imported, while her exports last year plants and the idea seems destined for times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cc- -: POMI 13 and 14 Columbia Building
represented a value of 25,000,000 marks. popularity wherever introduced.
16
fatal; 12 adults and four children.
Arrangement by Which the Task Is It is estimated that already fully 36
Old Phone tog.
It was taken by 'take 16 times, left
Bandered Comparatively
NEW
HUDSON
BAY
ROUTE. where children could get it ten times,
per eent of the world's consumption of
_
lazy.
indigo is of artificial manufacture.
Will Bring Great Wheat Region and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Somewhere back in the sixteenth cenJ. G. MILLEN
strychnine ranks fourth with 24 J. K. HENDRICK.
My companion was set at tying the tury, when indigo first began to come
Close to Liverpool
fatal,
five
to
a.dults
and
ten
cases;
15
WM.
MARBLE,
legs of the deer together, while I cut into Germany in large quantities, a
Market.
to children. It was taken by mistake
down a birch sapling some three inches law was passed prohibiting its use as
The dreams of Canada for a Hud- seven times; left In reach of children
in diameter and about ten feet in length, a dye because it was ruining the home
sen bay route to England are coming in times and administered by mistake
writes John Boyd. in Recreation.
industry dependent on wood. Now. as
A birch tree was chosen because it is a sort of retributive justice the Ger- true, and will bring the fields of Sas- of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 caseg;
clean and springy, and being tough man manufacturers are flooding the katchewan, which promise to be one
taken by mistake
grained a lesser size can be used than world with a laboratory product made of the world's greatest wheat growing none fatal. It was
for medicine ten times and left within
countries,
as
would be necessary with some other vanear
to
Liverpool as
LAWYERS
from coal tar which is making waste
western New York. The railroad now the reach of children four times.
rieties, the extra weight of which count
land of the Indigo fields In India.
deaths
were
caused
by
the
use
Three
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build*
runs within 600 miles of Hudson bay,
for much on •long carry.
beverage. Nine deaths ing„ 523 1-2 Broadway.
bay
rum
as
a
of
and
"rill
be
This completed, the pole was pushed
extended to the bay within
HIS USE OF ATHLETICS. four years. A stelae:whip line will then were caused by the use of Florida wabetweea the legs, now tied together at
Practice in all the courts ef the
at ezre establish a line of steamers ter as a beverage.
the knee joints, and the head of the aniBusiness Han Took Boxing Lessons to ply
Lye
was
taken
by
mistake
for
medmal secured by rope clam up to the carbetween Europe and the new
etate. Both ohones Y
as an Aid to Fcotpert in Canada, thus fulfilling hopes icine five times, and was taken by chilrying pole.
responsible
for
eight
times,
being
dren
Work.
It is an advantage to get the animal in
that compare with the dreams of the
deaths. There were 34 cases of
as compact a mass as possible for In goearly explorers for a north passage to three
ptomaine poisoning, resulting In nine
"Do you believe Is athletics?" was India. The
ing through dense bust every additional
advantages
of
the
Hudson deaths.
of a well-known business man bay route
foot of burden you have to push and asked
are inestimable. The cenfound practicing with the
Practically every known poison enwas
who
guide through the maze of branches the
ter of Canada's remarkable wheat
ters into ,he 697 cases, and the figures
at the back of his warehouse
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
country will be as near a seaport as
harder it will be on the carriers, and if dumb-bells
conclusively that "patent" medother day.
It is now to Lake Superior. The entire show
the body of the deer is well lashed to the the
A CERTAIN CHILL CURB
"Certainly I do," he promptly replied.
icines, while they are vastly ahead In
pole and as close up to it as possible the
haul from Fort William or Lake SuPURE BLOOD REMEDY.
A
good
for
your
health?"
Ma
the
number
of
times
used
in
the
aver"Think
lees strain there will be when you get
perior will `be practically eliminated,
know it is, and it has saved my
age household, are far behind when it
"I
CURE NERVOUS TR0GWILL
into step in the open or whin'elisthing
and the northwest will receive its supcomes to poisoning, or injuring those
bacon once or twice."
over obstructions, getting up °Allows
plies at much reduced rates and minus
AND WILL RESTORE THt
ALES
..ccetitally
who rs-e, k l' :
misuse, them.
"Please relate."
hills, or crossisig streams on a fall*.
Jobbers' profits. The prevailing idea
PFr
WEAK ANL) SICKLY
"Weil, a ample of years ago I took 24
—Exchange.
tree It la in such places that the penthat Hudsonbay is navigable only durKEA!TH.
lessons in boxing and worked up a big
FECT
dulum-like motion becomes a suisuace,
ing three summer months of the year
muscle. I was going home one night
Earthquakes in China.
Is erroneous. The season begins in the
'tLP
but which is readily overcome by seeing
AT ALL DRIIL
FOR
when a man 'gimped out at me from the
curious wee, some of the exVery
that the animal is bound close to the earautumn
and
continues
until
July,
JanORES
warn
minute
he
a
nowhere."
alley. In
planations given by Chinese of the rerying pole.
uary being the beet month.
"lilt him hard, eh?"
have beet
cent earthquakes which
"No; I didn't hit him at all."
felt at Hongkong. Canton and Macao.
The Chameleon.
Sollend Smoking Society.
"Trip him up and fall on hinir
A revilement of smokers which wan
The most remarkable creature is the The Hongkong Daily Press tells about
”No."
organized at lasken, in Holland, by a
chameleon. To all appearances the them:, "The famous dragon whose
"Didn't kick him?"
society which calls Resit the Vlaaassebnervous centers in one lateral half of ' privilege It has been to give an ooca.,
-No."
,
this animal work independently of sional shock to the earth's crust is not Office with Dm Rivers & River
Pljpenrookers, has ended in the vie"Well, what did you do?"
the
recent
responsible
for
scare
tory of one Frank Kos la the prtaelpal
those
on
the
other, and it has two lat- held
"Outran him! But for toy athletic 4:itMari hEtftt 'loth Phone
eral centers of perception—sensation in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chicoated*. Kos established a record of emises I couldn't have
don•1L"
• t. ".ten Oil' Ptone
and motion—besides the common one nese attribute the last shocks to the P.exiden,
keeping his pipe alight for three boors
in which must reside the faculty of water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
and seven minutes with/mit asking for
Double Trouble.
conotutration. The eyes move hide- has been raised by the reclamation
a second match. The woad In this
"Perhaps." said the woman hater,
pendevtly of one another and convey works. Coolies are dumping daily
competition was a man named Meek who was visiting
the Oriente "a woman
separate impressions to their respec- boatloads of sand and stone on the
tees, who kept his alight for two nettles Is responsible for your
present condiCof,lep
r•
tive centers of perception. The conse- poor dragon's back, and the beast natifad id adagios, end the third was eats tion."
quence is that when the animal is age urally feels hurt."
Bruyneel, who evoked without n break
"Oh. twice as bad as thee" replied
h
the
:ce
rairirt I.,-,01.11,s two
Preposterous.
"Indeed?"
halves of animals glued together. Each
LoadisiVe Trading Oquies.
Shadbolt—I had such a funny dream
"Yes; two women. Vat up for bigThe fifty of London, the mils 01110112.0 amy.'--Oatbelie gbandard sad Times. halt reehes to go In its own way, and last night
there is no concordance of action.
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IIMMdCePlIIRY is winch the balk of Lea'Angulo—What was it?
den's fl;aaeild and wholesale bugbear
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Ireland Bank Deposits.
is done, Is /Only soon as suppress all
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Among the many people entertained
by Sir Jleury Irving during his lee
seeship of the Lyceum
was Marls
Twain. Irving gave him a banquet In
the greenroom after a performance on
night, with a distinguished company
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen
When Sir Irving arose to propose the
guest's health, the tatmorist's name es
caped him completely and the result
was something like this, but the reader must imagine the high and nasal
tones of the actor:
"Gentlemen—I rise to perform a
very agreeable duty—a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What is that name?') We have with
us to-night as our guest the most distinguished of our compatriots from
across the water (I'd give to-night's
reoelpte if I could think who the devil
he 11)—a man whom yen all know and
love. (Hal ha!)—a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two hemispheres ('Drat
magtory!')—• man
whose name is a holebold word
wherever the English laftlisege is spoken Ceiteept is
Ullin Ina wore
who I. the laughing lin* 'which binds
Englitail eat disertcs closer than any
international treaty can do. I propose
the health—of--of this man—I propose
the health—of—this man—I propose
the health of-c-of—(1a a sudden burst
of menesiodie alscover7)-41 Samuel
Mark Milakit"
14100161114m a par with Sir Heary'a
menfimehia reference to
bewail
Americtui eomedian as "our little
Mend, Nato Goodwin."
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Chicago after visiting the railroad
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Mrs: Dr. Sydney Smith yesterday
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Mr. Fred Hisey and wife, of Cairo
choice be a sensible
well from the operation performed Ill., veil arrive next week to visit
one;"Queen Quality"
on him Thursday by L. J. W. the
father of the former, Constable
Pendley. The operation was for
• Gift Certificates.
Phil Hisey.
bowel complaint.
Miss Lillian Gregory returned last
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tucky. She remains up that stream LAUGH,
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